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DESCRIPTION 
What’s different in bank to business selling? Try everything – it’s a hybrid sales world and our forever normal. Face to face 
selling is back in the mix. So are remote conversations. Bankers that have full pipelines, overflowing sales funnels and 
record results are stepping up and skilling up from prospecting to Onboarding and everything in between. Join us for this 
practical, fast-paced elective to experience more than 50 tools to get on the door, get back in the door, get deep and wide 
with clients and provide untold value to your community. That’s a lot to offer but this highly rated course makes it happen.  
 
PURPOSE 
Jack Hubbard has trained and coached more than 75,000 people to make more effective bank to business calls. Join Jack 
if you are a CEO, senior manager, small business or commercial banker, branch manager or treasury management 
associate – anyone responsible for holding effective relationship development conversations in your marketplace. If you 
want to return home and immediately implement a new way to have bank to business conversations, this is the elective 
for you.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
After successfully completing this course you will: 

• Understand how to execute four pillars of prospecting  
o A $1billion systematic process that is opening cold doors 80% of the time 
o How to develop and nurture a viable COI network 
o How the tools of social selling are interwoven into the process at best of breed banks 

• Implement Case Study Planning  
o No paper, just tools and templates  

• Remote Relationship Development – in the office (home or bank) 
o Technical considerations - making a great virtual impression 
o Conversation considerations – maximizing the small screen experience 
o Partnership considerations – Curb Your Enthusiasm moments 
o Leadership considerations – coaching remotely can and should be done 

• Ask great questions – in person and remotely with: 
o A B-N-G approach 
o Insights as a differentiator 
o The 97% question that opens pandora’s need box 
o Turkey time 

• Tools, takeaways and resources that create value and mindshare 
 
FEATURES 
In 2022, let’s stop the madness of scripting, memorization and manipulation. Trust-based selling is not about products, it’s 
about the conversation and becoming a Resource Manager (the new RM) to solve the customer’s problems. If you make 
calls or manage someone that does, this elective is not to be missed.  


